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Family friendly, campy, side scrolling shooter

Infinite play-ability in Endurance mode

Full Story Mode
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Dodge and shoot in classic arcade style action

Boss fights and mini boss fights

Endurance mode where waves get harder and harder

Experience a great comic book story in story mode

Unique growth mechanic - finding a balance in size to damage is key

Tracked stats and leader boards

Procedural generated enemies making the game change a little bit each time you play

Random dad jokes

Endurance mode for ramping difficulty and high scores

Every shot makes you grow in size and strength, but get slower in the process

Many tracked stats with corresponding leader boards to match

Local Co-op

Kid friendly content

A two Man Dev Team

Passionately working on our off hours to make games you'll love

A true indie studio working on our dream
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cornflower corbin

Part Visual Novel, Part RPG, Part Turn Based Card Battle, and free

Great visual style, a good solid story (it won't grab you as others may, however it is a decent story at worst) and solid turn based
combat complimented by a simple yet effective RPG system supplied with gear which affects your stats, attributes and fight
styles

And it's free, what's not to like? (you will have to purchase additional "books," but the cost is rather low, I'd take it). yeah, not
worth the asking price.. Emmerholy its an amazing free to play game on steam It was recommended to me by a friend and it did
not disappoint. It is everything you could possible want from a virtual reality game. First off, let me start by saying that this
game runs so smoothly for being a new VR game. You do not know how disappointing it is to buy a new game on steam that
you’re really looking forward to, then it continuously crashes while starting up or when you’re playing the game which is even
more frustrating. So far I have had ZERO issues while playing this and I am sure that if anything would arise, it would be
quickly patched. Now let’s move onto the graphics of this game. ABSOLUTLY STUNNING to play. You can tell that attention
to detail was important to the creators and wanted to give the gamer the best views. Even the background scenery can be
admired while playing through different portions of the game. When it comes to actually gameplay, this game gets even better.
Each new area of this game is designed differently giving players new challenges at every turn making the game continuously
fun and never boring. Overall I recommend this game to anyone who is new to VR gaming! It is a great first game to start out
with and I cannot wait to continue playing.. It's a well made game technically, runs smooth and looks crisp, but it probaly should
do that since almost nothing happens. It's a not particularly well balanced mixture of taipan and galaga. The steam achievement
stats speak for themselves, the vast majority of the users stop playing after the first few levels, because there is just nothing
more to see.
. Its fun and its free!
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Steam Play-ready enough for a ThumbUp in my book of magic.
And it plays fine at 3840x1080\/32:9 (though you cannot zoom in\/out).

Edit: Playable native Linux build in a dedicated beta branch, see 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/795610\/discussions\/0\/1739968490553793957\/#c1739968490557276157 for details. I
wish I'm given the possibilitiy to apply a second thumbsup!. *Updated some parts due to confusing grammar*

I was probably one of the very few people who played and liked Rage 1. This game is exactly what it was advertised, which is
the big reason I recommend it. The devs prioritized the gameplay over the story and it shows, but I am not really playing for the
story (I play a lot of grand strategy games, but got this to just relax and have fun). I mostly came for the fluid gunplay that is on
par with Doom, the car mechanics of Mad Max but a bit more refined, and the colorful atmosphere that wasn't just going to be
*insert generic post-apocalypse color palette here* that every other game does. I have gotten exactly that and I love it even if
some of the story is cringe inducing, because at the very least some of the characters are more memorable than Rage 1 and the
devs really just wanted to have fun with the game instead of trying to make it unbearably serious and full of itself.

The devs have publicly stated a few times that the game is supposed to be more open world than story driven, so anyone who
bought it thinking it was going to be some sort of epic, I'm not sure what advertising you were watching.

I haven't experienced any of the fatal crashes or frame rate drops people seem to be getting even though my computer is a few
years old and runs most new games at low graphics (I've had consistent frame rate on medium graphic settings). However, I have
had a few bugs with desynced audio or dialogue simply not being said and at one time my wingstick was invisible. Also the
majority of negative reviews aren't even relevant\/accurate towards the game itself, it's just people complaining about
microtransactions (which there aren't any, and in game cosmetics you can get in game that are offered as separate purchases as
well are hardly something to complain about), needing a FREE Bethesda account to redeem your pre-order bonuses (they've
made you do this for every Bethesda title since Fallout 4, this is hardly a crime), and Denuvo being added to the game (it's most
likely going to get phased out once the game gets pirated so buy the game then if it's that much of an issue for you) *As you can
see Denuvo was removed within a day, guess a lot of people have no reason to complain now*.

Is it worth the asking price? Compared to just about anything else currently being released by AAA devs in the West, it's more
worth it than they are and I've felt that I've had my money's worth 10+ hours in. The game came completed and hasn't required
a few dozen GBs of patches on day 1, the devs haven't "withheld" any gameplay from the players and I personally liked that the
pre-order "DLC" are items you need to complete a mission for just to receive instead of starting the game with them. The game
isn't behind some sort of exclusivity launcher and is here on Steam. There's a lot of stuff done right and considering that
majority of games are either dull and safe, or being released half finished at full price, people should give credit to id and
Avalanche for this instead of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing about being able to buy a gun skin that you can still obtain
in game without paying extra money for.. Such a bad game. I really recommend this game to anyone that loves survial and text
based games. This has so many decisions that it will leave you playing it for hours.. Beglitched reminds me why I fell for indie
games. Clever twists on a gameplay trope executed beautifully. Every level was a joy to work through, both aesthetically and in
gameplay. Also super adorable. Leaves you with a full heart - keep an eye on these creators!. Why fix something that isn't
broken?... Just IMPROVE it!
And that's what Dungeon Warfare II just did!!!

Great "Part 2"
Thumbs Up!
. They better have the music scores of the opening and ending for Bb instruments.. Release Day Review:
So they fixed what was wrong in the early access, which is definitely a good thing. They cleaned up the UI a bit and fixed a
plethora of bugs and glitches. However, there still just isn't enough here to justify 20 dollars. When I first joined early access
with this game, I was expecting something much... more. The 2 things that make this game stand out is the Military Industrial
Complex (which is how you build your military ships) and the media-focused Diplomacy system (essentially by using the media,
you control how your population views another faction) which again are both really cool features. Everything else is kind of
watered down as far as 4X Turn-based strategy games go. I still recommend the game for people unfamiliar with the genre
because it's very easy to pick up but for anyone who has played SotS, GalCiv, or Sins, then you've pretty much tread this
territory before.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=bCRnefNUFDA
Early Access Review:
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"The usual 4X Strategy game. Similar to GalCiv or MOO yet with less personality. However, what it lacks in aesthetic, it makes
up for in functionality and straightforwardness. For example, it ignores the technobabble of say... Sword of the Stars and tells
you exactly what building something does. The Military Industrial Complex is a cool idea too... but you know what the best part
is? Space Frogs. You can play as Space Frogs. The universe is my pond and my enemies are but flies!"
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=9vVLmJXxaV0

Violent Sol Kickstarter:
We are happy to announce that our next project is now on Kickstarter. It's a much bigger game that will be heavily moddable
with nice long story line. Get more information on Kickstarter now!

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/651297750/violent-sol

. Comic Book Tutorial Update and More:
Hey everyone,

We've made some great updates to Cornflower Corbin. We heard some feedback and have created a new tutorial to inform
everyone how to play. Of course we did not just do your normal tutorial, we made Paul, the dad joke telling clown fish, tell you
how to play. We didn't stop there, so there are some mystery updates as well, enjoy.

 Feature Updates. Working on a tutorial!:
We just pushed out a small update that shortened the start up time on the game. We noticed when the game started up it was
way too slow so we did some tweakin' and got it workin' better! This is all in preparation for our tutorial push we are working
on. The tutorial will be in comic book format with Paul the Clown fish showing off his teaching skills. Stay tuned for more on
that later.. Trading Cards have arrived:
The team got together and came up with some fun art pieces for Corbin and the gang. So trading cards, badges, backgrounds,
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and emoticons are now available when you play Cornflower Corbin. Tell your friends!

. Demo Now Available!:

We really want to see people try out Corbin, because we think it is really fun when you get into it. So we put out a demo that
allows you to play one level of the game. The full version includes 5 levels, plus unlockable single level play for leaderboard
chasers, and an endurance mode that goes on forever to see what kind of crazy score you can get. Try it out today by simply
clicking the Download Demo button on the right side of the store page.
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